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This month’s report is shorter than usual as over Easter I’ve taken some annual leave; it’s been a 

welcome break and opportunity to spend some time with my family. Tom Smerdon and Dr David 

Fluck deputised for a week each as Chief Executive and were supported by the rest of the 

Executive Team. My thanks to them all! 

 

Quality of Care 

 

Let’s talk about death 

As I’ve mentioned previously, each month I do a video message to colleagues and I wanted to 

share the one I did in March which is in a different style and on a very special and important topic 

– death. It was a roundtable discussion with colleagues across the Trust, all with different 

experiences and viewpoints, and a very interesting and insightful conversation.  

In many ways and as one of the contributors put it, "death is the last great societal taboo" but we 

will all have to come to terms with the inevitability of it and in a hospital environment it is 

something that we are faced with every day so it's really important that we start to have more 

conversations about it in order to normalise discussions with patients and carers. 

I personally committed to speaking with my family more openly about this important topic and 

would encourage everyone to do the same. Please take a look at the video and share it with 

others.   

 

People 

First ASPH Team Talk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k88Sc-T72DA


 

 

We held our first new style Team Talk event on 26th March and it was really successful. Over 100 

members of the team attended and after some update from the Executive Team; the floor was 

opened to questions and discussion. I was pleased that colleagues asked questions and raised 

issues that matter to them and that people felt able to speak freely. It’s what we wanted to 

achieve from Team Talk and overall I thought it went really well. We had a few teething problems 

with the live streaming on the day, but shared a summary video from the event shortly 

afterwards, which you can view here.   

‘Don’t Leave Me Now’ Play 

On Monday 15th April the first of a series of four health plays took place at St Peter’s Hospital, 

written by playwright Brian Daniels, who has produced several plays to bring a variety of 

prominent medical and social issues to life.  

The title was ‘Don’t Leave Me Now’ and tells the story of how two very different couples and their 

families responded to the news that a loved one had been diagnosed with early onset dementia.  

I was unable to attend in person but am told it was a fascinating and moving performance and 

really enjoyed by colleagues; one described it as being ‘overwhelmingly good’. We have three 

more plays to come, the next one at Ashford Hospital, so I look forward to watching those and 

reporting back.  

Digital 

Electronic Patient Record (ePR) Update                                                                             

I mentioned last month that we were moving apace towards selecting our ePR provider. I’m 

pleased to let you know that a large number of colleagues from ASPH and Royal Surrey County 

Hospital have been involved in the evaluation process and we have now selected one of the 

market leaders to be our Preferred Bidder.  

This is the final stage in the formal procurement of a strategic partner for the ePR and we expect 

the contract preparation to take a couple of months.  

Digital Health Rewired Conference 

In early April I attended the one-day Leadership Summit of the Rewired conference, which is run 

by Digital Health, an independent and much respected organisation which provides an online 

news tool and conference programme for the digital leaders of the NHS.  

The conference speakers were both varied and inspiring, and it was encouraging to see that 

most of the key messages of the day are already evident in our own vision and strategies. There 

are many Trusts out there struggling to meet the digital challenges, from both a funding and 

capability perspective, so it’s good to know we’ve already come a long way at ASPH with 

digitised records that have now been scanned, and of course the implementation of the ePR will 

take us so much further.  

My key takeaways from the conference are the importance of leadership and wide involvement 

of all members of Team ASPH.  This is a significant transformation programme in the way we 

deliver and patient’s access and receive care and treatment. This is not an “IT” roll-out but so 

much more and hugely exciting. We are considering our approach but what I can say is that this 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sbkwxe9O1JI


 

 

is something in which we will want to be involved in a hands on way, me included, so watch out 

for more information about how to get involved in this programme. 

Modern Healthcare 

Sale of West Site Completed  

Just before I went on my leave we received the very exciting and long anticipated news that the 

sale of surplus land at St Peter’s Hospital - known as the West Site – was completed. This is a 

milestone in the history of the Trust and will pave the way for major healthcare improvements, 

benefitting both patients and the team. The land has been sold to CALA Homes, who plan to 

create a high quality housing development and you can read more here.  

Money raised from the sale presents a ‘once in a generation’ opportunity to transform services 

and facilities at the hospitals for patients and the team. At St Peter’s we will be building new, 21st 

century, urgent and emergency care facilities including a new Urgent Treatment Centre, 

integrated assessment areas and ward space. Also a new multi-storey car park and redeveloped 

main hospital entrance that provides better amenities for patients and visitors and, of course, the 

‘Team ASPH’ Wellbeing Centres for colleagues at both hospitals. 

The sale is a culmination of two years of extremely hard work by many colleagues at both ASPH 

and Surrey and Borders Partnership. I must extend particular thanks to Simon Marshall, Andrew 

Grimes and Chris Bell, who have been instrumental in guiding us through the journey to making 

this sale happen.  

The future is certainly exciting and we are looking forward to working closely with patients, 

colleagues and local citizens to design and build new, state-of-the-art, facilities which really meet 

the needs of all and help achieve our vision to provide an outstanding experience and the best 

outcome for patients and the team.  

Collaborate 

 

Well North Event 

Towards the end of last year I attended an event, along with Dr David Fluck, where we were 

introduced to Well North – an inspiring organisation that promotes local groups to be a vibrant 

and connected community, and links people with a shared vision to creating better health and 

wellbeing.  

We felt so inspired and enthused by what we heard that we asked the Well North team to visit 

ASPH and share their experiences. The meeting took place on 26 th March and was a great 

chance for colleagues to think about how ASPH as an organisation can connect with the 

community. It’s also made us consider how we should make the most of the opportunity that we 

have in rebuilding our infrastructure and how Well North might be able to help us deliver this 

together with our community, so that ASPH is viewed as a fantastic public asset.  

We were delighted to be joined by Lord Andrew Mawson, Executive Chairman and Director of 

Well North, who spoke about his personal experiences and shared some fantastic positive 

stories.  

http://www.ashfordstpeters.nhs.uk/latest-news/2261-land-sale-to-fund-major-healthcare-improvements-for-surrey
http://www.wellnorth.co.uk/


 

 

We left with so many ideas about the contribution we can make to our local community a 

dynamic, thriving and healthy place to live and work.  

 

 

 

A Fresh Approach to Workforce Policy and Planning 

At the start of April I attended a second roundtable event in London, organised by the NHS 

Confederation on the role of system leadership in workforce policy and planning. The first event 

was held in January and the conclusions from that used to create a consultation document for 

workforce development.   

One of the speakers at this event was particularly inspiring and offered a really interesting 

perspective. He talked about thinking more broadly around workforce planning and gleaning a 

deeper understanding of the local community and economy. For example, if there’s a particular 

concentration of job types or skill sets, what this means for health and social care. Who are the 

other big local employers and how could we link in with them and how can we work innovatively 

with local schools, for example through plays and gaming apps, to showcase potential health and 

social care careers. 

There are some great case studies in the consultation document and it’s worth a read. The 

challenge now is to begin embedding some of that fresh thinking at a local, Surrey Heartlands, 

level.    

 

https://www.nhsconfed.org/resources/2019/03/defining-the-role-of-integrated-care-systems-in-workforce-development

